Preliminary
calendar 2011
The EFPT´s new season, it´s 9th
year, combines the most successful
events from the past years and
two newcomers in heretofore
untouched areas.

Last years highlight will mark this years opening
event. By the beginning of June Sardinia is going to
organise it´s Freestyle Grand Prix for the third time.
Timely close to the first event the Milos Beach Club
in Lefkada will run the 2nd event in 2011. During
the rest of June and July the EFPT will take a break
to give all riders the chance to prove their skills on
the PWA overseas. At the beginning of August the
famous windsurfing station Twins Club in Bredene
Belgium will celebrate it´s 25th anniversary with
a comeback on the EFPT featuring 10.000€ price
money. Only two weeks later the EFPT has two premiers at one event. For the very first time we will run
a Tow-In competition at the Austrian Wörthersee
featuring Europe´s best Freestyle surfers on invitation.
Not yet given a fix date, the EFPT is about to realise
an event in Israel where we are in close collaboration
with the local Tourism agency of Eilat. The final of
the European Freestyle Pro Tour is going to take place
on Naxos, Greece, where the Flisvos Sportclub is
going to host the Prince of the Wind. Eilat and Naxos
are most likely to happen in September. To sum it up:
The European Freestyle Pro Tour 2011 is going to
prepare 6 events from the North of Belgium to new
waves in Israel. The crew, again, is motivated to give
Europe´s best Freestyle surfers the circumstances they
deserve to crown the EFPT champion 2011.

date

SPOT

02.06.-05.06. Sardinia, Italy

PRICE MONEY

10.000 €

11.06.-14.06. Lefkada, Greece

5.000 €

02.08.-06.08. Bredene, Belgium

10.000 €

19.08.-20.08. Wörthersee, Austria

10.000 €

tba (Sept.)

Eilat, Israel

10.000 €

tba (Sept.)

Naxos, Greece

10.000 €

News for 2011

The currently running all eyes on...-report
series on efpt.net is the start of a re-set focus on
EFPT´s industry members. During the season 2011
this series will be continued with reports about team
riders and their gear.
To cover the EFPT´s second pillar, event locations,
the press department will foster the 2010 initiated EFPT proved spots-campaign. While 2010
brought a nice certificate for all organisers and collaborative local partners, 2011 will feature travel &
experiences reports from every event the tour stops.
Basically set up on information from tourism agencies
and experiences throughout events, the EFPT will
release a spot guide by the end of the season.
2010 was very positive feedback on live updates on
social media pages. The tour will take this momentum
and add a professional approach. For 2011 event organisers have the possibility to bring events life via the
EFPT live ticker on efpt.net.
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